Cincinnati Moon Festival

Vibe Cincinnati is a platform of the Cincinnati USA
CVB that looks to amplify the region's
multiculturalism through diverse, immersive
experiences.

GCCS Collaborates &
Contributes to City‐Wide
Celebration of
Community & Culture
By: Grace Yek 叶先慧
October 8, 2018
The Mid‐Autumn festival, with its allure of a full
moon, has always had an aura of celestial magic.
Perhaps it was this magic that delivered one of the
best festival launches in Cincinnati. On September
29, 2018, Cincinnati celebrated the Moon Festival
at Fountain Square in near‐perfect weather.
The inaugural Cincinnati Moon Festival brought
the second largest celebration in the Chinese
culture—second only to Chinese New Year—to
the city and region. Lanterns, mooncakes and
many other traditional Chinese art forms graced
the festival, engaging the community in an
authentic way. Approximately two to four
thousand people attended the festival, according
to Jason Dunn, the Vice President of Multicultural
and Community Development at Vibe Cincinnati.

Felicity Tao, founder and president of GCCCEA,
said the idea of celebrating a signature Chinese
holiday was discussed between the Cincinnati USA
CVB and GCCCEA back in March. “It took us about
six months to plan and execute this event,” she
said. Tao is also a longtime parent‐volunteer at
Greater Cincinnati Chinese School (GCCS).
GCCCEA is a non‐profit organization that seeks to
showcase an active and engaging Chinese
community in the Greater Cincinnati region. It
aims to improve cross‐cultural understanding and
support regional diversity and inclusiveness
initiatives.
As an execution partner, GCCS played a crucial
role in the festival. Upwards of 40 volunteers—
from GCCS and other groups affiliated with the
school—descended on Fountain Square to engage
with the festival‐goers through demonstrations
and do‐it‐yourself crafts.
Patti Ottino, the chair of Greater Cincinnati’s
Families with Children from China (FCC), worked
the photo booth with her entire family.

The festival stemmed from the collaboration
between the Greater Cincinnati Chinese Cultural
Exchange Association (GCCCEA) and Vibe
Cincinnati, a division of the Cincinnati USA
Convention & Visitors Bureau (CVB). A host of
sponsors and execution partners also pitched in to
bring the festival to fruition.

The photo booth featured Chinese dynastic
costumes that festival‐goers could try on and
“memorialize” with photos.
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Vibe Cincinnati) and Dr. Yumin Zhao (Acting
Consul General of the Chinese Consulate General
in New York), joined Tao to deliver remarks at the
event.

Hannah, Ottino’s adopted daughter from China, is
a Chinese as a Second Language (CSL) student at
GCCS.
Also present alongside the Ottino family was Ella,
the girl who once shared the same crib with
Hannah in China. “Our families have remained
close and Ella is our other ‘daughter’,” Ottino said.
“Ella has spent three weeks every summer with us
for the last five or so years. We see the family
about two to three times a year.”
For Ottino and FCC, honoring their children’s
culture and diversity means the world to them.
Ottino felt proud the festival took place at a public
venue like Fountain Square, and even received the
recognition of city officials.

City officials, including Todd Portune (President of
the Hamilton County Board of Commissioners),
Julie Calvert (President and CEO at Cincinnati USA
Convention and Visitors Bureau) and Jason Dunn
(VP Multiculural and Community Development at

Shen Xi (Vice Consul of the Chinese Consulate
General) was also present. Dr. Zhao and Shen Xi
traveled from New York to experience the festival
and the city—a first for the both of them.
Mooncakes were front and center at the festival.
Skilled mooncake artisans engrossed curious
onlookers with demonstrations of petite, colorful
“snow” mooncakes, a type of no‐bake mooncakes.
Ling Peng, the dean at GCCS, was instrumental in
recruiting the mooncake talent.

One booth over, there was a steady line of foodies
looking to sample baked mooncakes filled with
sweet red bean and lotus nut pastes.
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Ying Gu, chair of the board at GCCS, was surprised
and impressed with the crowd’s interest in
Chinese culture and traditions. “The mooncake
booth is a good example,” Gu said. “We distributed
600 handmade mooncakes and sampled over 200
store‐bought ones.” She estimated approximately
2,000 to 2,500 people got a taste of mooncakes at
the festival.
One of the festival highlights was the stage show
which featured performances rooted in Chinese
culture. They included the Chinese Traditional
Music Ensemble, the Sound of Joy Choir, the Bing
Yang Performance Art Center, the Joy Flower
Music Center, Ming Ke, Feng Shuo Instruments
Studio, and Seven Star Tai Chi Club.
The booth showcasing striking Beijing opera
masks and intricate paper cuttings proved to be a
crowd favorite too. Masks of traditional characters
in Beijing opera, such as Yang Guifei and the
Monkey King, drew the attention of media and
festival‐goers alike.

Peng had a big hand in the curation and
coordination of the Chinese crafts. The kids picked
up Chinese lanterns to parade around the square
later in the day. “We gave away 600 kites, masks
and lanterns to the kids,” Tao estimated.

GCCS made a strong impact at the school’s booth.

Peng and her team actively engaged the crowd
about the cultural significance of the displays.
She also looked on as many youngsters gathered
at the do‐it‐yourself craft booths to paint their
own kites and Beijing opera masks.
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Stalwart volunteers such as Charlie Zhang, Dayong
Luo and Ray Hu, energetically interacted with the
crowd and handed out flyers, bookmarks and
branded pens to raise the community’s awareness
and interest in the school. Under Gu’s direction,
the occasion was captured on video.

Photos by Grace Yek unless otherwise indicated.
Grace is a Cincinnati‐based food writer and
speaker. She is a certified chef‐de‐cuisine with the
American Culinary Federation, and a former
chemical engineer. Connect with her on
https://www.graceyek.com

Cincinnati Moon Festival was powered by Vibe
Cincinnati and GCCCEA, and presented by
Cincinnati USA Convention and Visitors Bureau.
Execution Partners:
Families with Children from China (FCC)
GE APAF (Asian Pacific American Forum)
Greater Cincinnati Chinese Chamber of Commerce
Greater Cincinnati Chinese School (GCCS)
Hua Xia Chinese School
University of Cincinnati Chinese Students and
Scholars Association

Later in the evening, the crowd took in a Chinese
movie on the big screen at the square.
Tao acknowledged feeling a little nervous about
how the inaugural festival would be received by
the public. In the end, she saw how the community
embraced the event, and her initial anxiety turned
to gratitude.
Tao, who has actively volunteered in the Chinese
community for nearly 20 years, founded GCCCEA
because she felt the time was right. “I feel that it’s
time for us to step out and connect with other
communities in this region,” she said. “After all, we
are part of the larger community in the Tri‐State
we now call home.”

Sponsors
Asian Community Alliance (ACA)
Asian Champion Employees (ACE), Cincinnati Bell
Asian and Pacific Islander Business Resource
Group, 5/3 Bank
Beth Tu Hoffman
Cincinnati Bell (Corporate)
Cincinnati‐Liuzhou Sister City Committee
J.LUMI
Jerry Peng Gao, DDS
Mid‐West Chinese Business Association
SOCAPS (Society of Chinese‐American Professors
and Scholars), University of Cincinnati

GCCS principal, Allan Cheng, echoed the
sentiment. “GCCS is a critical part of Chinese‐
American community in Greater Cincinnati,” he
said. “We should contribute to the community.”
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